
I. LITERATURE REVIEW
Wouldn't it be great to have a private doctor on your phone or 
laptop all the time? Well, we not there yet, but we are close 
enough with chat-based symptom checker applications. Their 
easy-to-use human-like conversations make them very easy to 
use and convenient[24]. 

Though chat-based symptom checker applications are more 
popular than ever before, there are few common 
drawbacks[23]; after reviewing top chat-based symptom 
checker applications, it was found that there are ve common 
limitations, which are: 
Ÿ Missing patient history
Ÿ Strict input requirements
Ÿ A long list of probing questions
Ÿ Not covering diverse health problems
Ÿ Missing follow-up treatment plan. 

While building Medicare AI, we have reviewed these points 
and have worked to overcome the problem of missing follow-
up treatment plans. Our application does disease 
classication, chronicity checking, severity checking and 
follow-up care path for the patients. This makes our 
application unique and competitive in the market.

Machine learning has the ability to provide physicians and 
hospital personnel with data-driven clinical decision support 
(CDS), potentially increasing revenue. Deep learning, a 
subset of AI that uses algorithms and data to provide 
automated insights to healthcare providers, is a subset of AI 
that identies trends.

Example: Two most popular examples of AI in medicine and 
healthcare are Google Cloud's Healthcare app, which makes 
it easier for health organizations to capture, store, and access 
data, and IBM Watson's ability to pinpoint treatments for 
cancer patients.

II. INTRODUCTION
Why are chatbots as a technical challenge so fascinating? 
How is the healthcare industry revolutionized with the impact 
of articial intelligence? The rise of automation has resulted 
in personal digital assistants developed with the increased 
computational power, the ease of accessibility of data, 
implementation of statistical analysis and much more[3]. The 
healthcare providers, the payers or also we can say the 

medical assistants have started leveraging the applications 
of AI in the medical eld. Such AI-enabled tools determine 
and simplify the care for the patient and reduce unnecessary 
costs. Whenever a patient engages with the 'person standing 
by' on the virtual side of the machine, who may sound or 
represent as human but underneath, it's the intelligent 
conversational machine[2]. 

Integrating AI into the healthcare ecosystem has a number of 
advantages, including the ability to automate tasks and 
analyze large patient data sets in order to provide quality 
healthcare quicker and at a lower cost.

According to a report, Administrative duties account for 30% of 
healthcare expenses, according to Insider Intelligence. Some of 
these tasks, such as pre-authorizing insurance, following up on 
outstanding bills, and maintaining records, can be automated by AI 
to relieve healthcare professionals' strain and save them money.

AI is capable of analyzing large data sets, combining patient 
insights and resulting in predictive analysis. Obtaining patient 
insights quickly allows the healthcare ecosystem to identify 
crucial areas of patient care that need to be improved.[25]

AI is also used in wearable healthcare devices to better assist 
patients. FitBits and smartwatches, for example, employ AI to 
analyze data and warn users and their healthcare providers to 
potential health issues and risks. The ability to check one's own 
health through technology reduces professional workload and 
avoids unneeded hospital trips or remissions.[25]

Implementing an AI system for the early diagnosis and 
providing recommendations based on the severity of the 
disease could save a lot of money in terms of the doctor visit 
and the time wasted waiting at clinics. Therefore, in some 
situations, it becomes the dire need of the patient to have a 
well-versed idea about the disease description and 
recommendations based on that.

Fig. 1. Project Workow.
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The program aims to investigate the current system and 
development of add ons such as chatbots for the early 
diagnosis with the help of machine learning algorithms and 
techniques. It is a Django-python-based web application that 
would behave as the early diagnosis tool for health problems. 
The app contains three phases: an AI-based health physician 
system to interact with the patient with the help of voice-to-text 
conversion in the initial stage, perform the diagnose, and 
suggest a quick precautionary or recommendation measure 
to treat the problem[1]. Google's Speech-to-text API enabled 
us to convert the audio to text, supporting over 120 different 
languages[6]. We faced the challenge of working on various 
languages to train a machine learning model to classify the 
disease. Hence, we chose to go for English as the primary 
language for the classication.  

The Naïve Bayes classier works on the idealogy of 
determining the output label based on the probabilities of 
events. As in the industry level, signicant companies use 
Naïve Bayes for the text classication, so we thought of going 
by the same on our disease classication dataset.

The decision tree machine learning algorithm is adapted to 
follow up a top-down approach for searching the correct 
disease classied by the system[5]. Decision trees are 
considered reliable and effective as they follow the high 
quality of the classication mechanism for decision-making 
[4]. The technique involves asking a series of questionnaires 
about the symptoms based on which the model decides the 
disease recommendation and preventive measures.

To predict the disease's classication, how severe the 
condition is, we have implemented and tested various 
machine learning models. The different diseases have their 
respective method of analysis which is determined by the 
predened available datasets. These datasets include the 
parameters of inuential factors about the disease. Primarily, 
for  the ini t ial  development,  we have focused on 
Hypothyroidism, Diabetes, Heart Disease and Acne. The rst 
three modules work on machine learning analysis using the 
Random Forest algorithm, respectively. 

In Hypothyroidism, the thyroid gland doesn't create or release 
the hormones into the bloodstream, which slows down the 
body's metabolism[7]. It will make the individual feel tired, 
gain weight and unable to tolerate cold temperatures. 

For diabetes, it can be classied primarily in two categories 
chronic categories, diabetes type 1 and diabetes type 2, which 
lead to the excess of sugar (glucose) in the bloodstream, which 
is harmful to the organs[8]. 

Heart disease is one of the complex diseases with which a 
signicant population of the world is suffering. Efcient 
identication and timing play a crucial role in the healthcare 
sector[9]. 

Skin diseases such as Acne problem is quite common even 
from the very initial age. The remedy is also an easy job, but 
getting the correct diagnosis and checkup can be very 
troublesome. Deep neural networks are nowadays in boom 
with image classication and object/pattern discovery 
methods[10]. 

We have implemented various machine learning models to 
classify the three diseases and concluded that Random Forest 
performs best in accuracy metrics as a machine learning 
model. And for the image classication, we chose a 
Convolutional Neural Network, a particular Deep Learning 
Neural Network. Hence, we adopted a novel approach to 
classify both text and image using separate models.

III. METHODOLOGY
The project is divided into three phases, based on its 
functionalities. This project uses different machine learning 
models at various stages.

A. Algorithms
In phase one, the project uses a Naive Bayes classier. The 
strong point about the Naive Bayes classier is that it is built 
based on Bayes Theorem with solid independence. Naive 
Bayes is one of the simplest models, but when integrated with 
Kernel Density Estimators (KDE), they can achieve higher 
accuracy levels. 

In phase two, this project uses decision trees to make various 
classication-based decisions. A decision tree is a tree-like 
model that depicts decisions and their multiple symptoms. 

In phase three, the project uses Random Forest Classier. A 
Random Forest Classier consists of several decision trees 
and outputs the class that is the mode of the class. Random 
forests generally outperform decision trees, but their accuracy 
is lower than gradient boosted trees. However, data 
characteristics can affect their performance.

B. Dataset
Various datasets are being used in this project. In phase one, 
the project uses data for voice-to-text transformation using 
Google Translation web API and then implementing a Naïve 
Bayes model to classify the illness[11]. The medical speech 
dataset contains 8.5 hours of audio paired with symptoms of 
most common medical symptoms. It includes common 
symptoms such as knee pain or headache. The dataset 
contains both audios as well as the corresponding transcripts.

Fig. 2. Sample for medical speech dataset.

We used the symptoms dataset; the four signicant datasets 
we have used are symptoms severity, symptoms description, 
and symptoms precaution. The symptoms precautions 
dataset contains the precautions associated with a disease. 
The symptoms description and symptom precaution dataset 
have the precautions needed to be taken by the patients, and 
the description provides the details about the disease.

Fig. 3. Sample for disease description dataset.

Fig. 4. Sample for diseases with respective symptoms.
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Fig. 5. Sample for symptom severity dataset.

The thyroid disease dataset contains Class, T3-Resin, Serum 
thyroxin, serum triiodothyronine, TSH, and AD_TSH. There 
are three class attributes, i.e. class 1, class 2, and class 3.

Fig. 6. Sample for thyroid dataset.

The diabetes dataset helps in predicting diabetes. The 
columns of the diabetes dataset are age, Gender, Polyuria, 
Polydipsia, sudden weight loss, weakness, Polyphagia, 
Genital thrush, visual blurring, itching, irritability, delayed 
healing, partial paresis, muscle stiffness, Alopecia, Obesity, 
and class.

Fig. 7. Sample for diabetes dataset.

The Cleveland heart disease dataset is used to predict heart 
disease. This database contains 76 attributes, but all 
published experiments refer to using a subset of 14 of them. In 
particular, the Cleveland database is the only one that ML 
researchers to this date have used. The "goal" eld refers to the 
presence of heart disease in the patient. It is integer-valued 
from 0 (no presence) to 4.

Fig. 8. Sample for heart disease dataset.

C. Tools
Ÿ Jupyter Notebook: The Jupyter notebook provides an 

environment for interactive computing. Jupyter notebook 
makes it easier to visualize the data and the code more 
simply.

Ÿ Django Framework: Django is a high-level python-based 
framework that is extremely fast, highly scalable, and 
secure. It encourages rapid, hassle-free development as it 
is open source and free. Some famous applications using 
the Django framework are PBS, Instagram, Bitbucket etc.

Ÿ Pandas: Pandas is one of the more critical machine 
learning libraries as it helps in converting important le 
formats such as CSV, JSON, TSV, and SQL databases to 
pandas data frames. The pandas data frames give a 
better intuition and understanding of the data.

Ÿ Matplotlib: Matplotlib is a python library that is used for 
quality visualization. When matplotlib is integrated with 
Numpy, it performs well with extensive data.

Ÿ Scikit-learn: Scikit learn is a machine learning library built 
on Scipy, matplotlib, and Numpy. Scikit learn can be used 
in various Classication, Regression, Clustering, 
dimensionality reduction, model selection, data 
preprocessing, etc.

Ÿ Keras: Keras is a free and easy-to-use powerful python 
library used to develop and evaluate deep learning 
models. It is built on top of Tensorow. Keras can be used 
with just a few lines of code. Just like other deep learning 
libraries, Keras also uses various layers to make optimal 
decisions.

D. Programming Languages
Python is a high-level, object-oriented programming 
language with high readability that helps attain high-level 
programming complexity. Python is a modular language and 
comes with the capability of code reuse. Python supports 
various high-level libraries and packages, making python the 
favourite programming language for data scientists and 
machine learning engineers.

IV. RESULTS
The nal system of the application is an add-on prototype of a 
medical assistant. Once the machine learning model 
classies the illness/disease of the patient, it follows a module 
that prescribes the denition of the illness and the preventive 
measures one should take. 

The system calculates the severity of the disease based on the 
patient's input for the number of days. It is determined as to 
how many days the patient is suffering from the disease. If the 
severity is below the threshold limit, the system describes the 
illness and its reason. Also, it explains the precautionary/ 
recommendation  measures to be taken to minimize the effect 
of the disease. If the patient wants to analyze a particular 
disease with more detail-oriented inputs such as an image for 
the condition of disease (Acne), or lab report parameters as 
inputs, the system can perform it. 

We have incorporated four diseases as mentioned earlier for 
the current system, and in future works, we will indeed scale 
the number. The system is highly dynamic, robust, and 
scalable as implementing or adding the supporting disease is 
manageable. The modules are interlinked but are 
independent of attaining the system scalability feature.
Ÿ Design: Based on a literature review and data above, we 

developed a questionnaire to assess patient’s knowledge 
and views on articial intelligence in healthcare.

Ÿ Sample size: 100
Ÿ Data collection tool: questionnaire
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONLUSIONS
As stressful as it can be, group works are benecial in the long 
run. Our team has closely paralleled the dynamics of serving 
a project as we do in the workplace settings. We formed the 
group, keeping in mind the different traits of the individual 
member. We as a team contributed with our skills, experience 
and personality to the project.

AI-based medical assist will never be able to replace the 
traditional physician-patient relationship. However, we can 
relieve the doctors and care providers from repetitive work so 
that the doctors can do what they do the best to provide care to 
the patients and let the machine do the mundane job.

We can perform the implementation of the system as an add-
on for the current system of Epic System's EHR model. And as 
stated by the Epic Development Labs, the team needs the 
frontiers to work on inventive ideas. "These projects give me 
the freedom and exibility to pursue things that could be 
valuable to the codebase and end-users, but might have been 
prioritized behind other features on the to-do list." – Tim Bahls, 
Software Developer at Epic.

The primary goal is to save the efcient time and money of 
doctors and somehow for patients as well so that for minor 
cases, the early diagnosis and treatment can be performed. 
Also, it is to sort out the patients who need a quick visit to 
doctors using our AI assistant initial screening, thus providing 
care to the patients who need attention.

As for the current system front-end UI, we implemented the 
Django framework to build the application. The system needs 
some improvement as in:
Ÿ Calling dynamic valued inputs: The symptom list is 

dynamic and varies concerning the disease or illness 
classied. It will enable the accessibility to provide input 
for the symptom that whether the patient is suffering from it 
or not. 

Ÿ Implementation as an API call: There are multiple cloud 
services available freely and with the paid versions. The 
use of these cloud services depends on the application 
and the design. We can host the developed application 
over a cloud platform and provide it as a service over the 
web itself as an API.

The implementation of voice to text module currently supports 
the only language, ie. English, for the disease classication 
based on the text input. As this input is available from the 
patient's voice and it can be in any of the languages, we need 
to perform the translation to English and then perform the data 
analysis. Or we can build machine learning models for all the 
languages and then train them respectively for the 
classication, but that won't be a feasible solution to develop.
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